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One of the most exotic destinations in the world, Bangkok is thronged by millions of tourists
annually. This bustling city is located in the heart of Thailand, and serves as a gateway to the
majority of Thailand travelers. However, the capital city itself has an enigmatic charm with its
splendid Buddha temples & shrines, interesting blend of cultures and, of course, the excellence
regarding hospitality. If you have ever visited Bangkok, and luckily have stayed at a high-end hotel,
you might be well aware of that charm. With a large number of luxury-brand hotels there, this Thai
capital never disappoints the visitors who have predilection of scrumptious stay amidst ultra modern
amenities and excellent hospitality. Here is the list of much preferred luxury hotels, in no particular
order, which offer gracious stay in Bangkok. These five star sanctuaries retain their own specialties
making the city a place to live it up in style.

The Peninsula Bangkok Hotel    

Gratifying of guests begins from the moment they check in and stops nowhere till they check out.
The Peninsula Hotel stands unique with its world class luxury amenities and impressive customer
services. This stunning 37-storey entity offers delicious stay along with panoramic views of Chao
Phraya River. The amenities offered by the hotel include quality personal and business facilities,
Olympic size swimming pool, fitness center, spa and a quality restaurant & bar. Moreover, the hotel
is in proximity to several tourist spots and the riverside shopping in Bangkok.

Siam Kempinski Hotel

Nestled in the heart of Bangkok, this hotel is a true instance of luxurious stay. Enchanting greenery
coupled with outstanding customer services and contemporary sports facilities, Siam Kempinski
Hotel offers exclusive accommodation to its guests.  The rooms in the hotels are esthetically
designed keeping the international business and leisure travelers in mind, offering the guests with
extreme comforts and convenience. Also, the unit is just steps away from two of cityâ€™s most visited
and trendiest malls â€“ the Siam Paragon and the Central World Plaza.

Shangri-la Hotel Bangkok

The perfect fusion of style and elegance, this five-star adobe boasts over 800 spacious rooms well
equipped with exclusive facilities and a Thai-inspired hospitality. The hotel offers quality stay with a
plethora of recreational choices like a large outdoor pool, health club, spa and numerous
indoor/outdoor sports to cherish with. Moreover, awe-inspiring views of tropical garden and the
Chao Phraya River are the additional delights to your stay in Shangri-la Hotel. Dining and wining
avenues in the hotel are also awesome.

Sukhothai Hotel Bangkok

Located at the walking distance to the Silom entertainment district and the BTS skytrain Saladaeng,
this five-star hotel is superb with its modern facilities and famed customer service. Staying amidst
natural settings and all contemporary amenities in this hotel would be an experience like never
before. Just come, and enjoy a heavenly accommodation with facilities like deluxe spa, infinity-edge
outdoor pool, tennis court, health club, detectable restaurant and a high quality wining avenue.

When you plan a Bangkok tour, you must reserve your accommodation well ahead. Nowadays,
hotel deals are available online that makes you easy to book your suit in advance. However, some
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travel companies offer deluxe Bangkok package that includes sightseeing in Bangkok along with
luxurious stay and other required facilities. Such type of tour package for Bangkok ensures the
tourist a comfortable and stress-free Bangkok tour.
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